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RESPONSE TO THE WAROONA BUSHFIRE SPECIAL INQUIRY REPORT

Ex e cu t ive   
Su m m a r y

The Ferguson Report has the potential for fundamentally changing how rural ȴ res are managed in 
Western Australia.

On the whole the Community and Public Sector Union/Civil Service Association (CPSU/CSA) members 
have responded positively to the opportunities and recommendations in the report, though we note 
with disappointment that some key agencies are still to discuss the report with ȴ re management sta� 
and consider the implications for work in the coming ȴ re season.
 
Western Australia needs a sound legislative base and a comprehensive policy framework that clearly 
sets out roles, responsibilities and requirements and sustainable funding mechanisms.  
The Ferguson Report provides an opportunity to develop this framework.

Should the State Government adopt recommendation 15 and look to establish a Rural Fire Service, 
there needs to be a deep conversation with all stakeholders to determine the objectives and 
requirements for a best practice rural ȴ re service in a Western Australian context as the ȴ rst step.  
The Union and its members are, and should be, stakeholders in that conversation.

Regardless of a decision to create an RFS or not, there are urgent improvements needed within the 
current system, not least of which are:

• Reviewing funding mechanisms for bushȴ re fuel management in complex multi-tenure 
environments, including a review of the management and distribution of the Emergency Services 
Levy.

• Assessing the staɝ ng levels and fatigue management of ȴ re management sta� and preformed 
Incident Management Teams (IMTs), both within DPaW and interagency team members.

• This includes acknowledging the impacts of fatigue during incidents, across the ȴ re season and 
the ȵow-on impacts across the full year 

• Improved succession planning, well-designed incentives and equitable pay.
• Recognition that participation in prescribed burning plays a vital role in training and development 

of IMT members, including building local, regional and interagency cooperation.
• In light of which, the Union records its opposition to outsourcing of IMTs and IMT public sector 

roles to the private sector. 

The CPSU/CSA also notes the progress towards and continuing need for building respect and 
cooperative relationships between agencies and all stakeholders.
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Re com m e n d a t ion s

Consultat ion

1. That as a matter of urgency DPaW and the FPC set up brieȴ ng sessions for all sta� on the 
Report and provide opportunities for the sta� to consider and respond to the opportunities and 
challenges identiȴ ed in the report.

Policy and Legislat ion

2. That the Department of Premier and Cabinet work with all stakeholders to develop a 
comprehensive costed bushȴ re legislative and policy framework that clearly outlines the roles 
and responsibilit ies relating to all bushȴ re risk management, mitigation/prevention, planning, 
response and recovery.

St ructural Changes

3. That the State Government adopts and implements Ferguson Recommendation 1 (regarding 
the independence of the State Emergency Management Committee (SEMC) and the Oɝ ce of 
Bushȴ re Risk Management (OBRM) and the inclusion of an inspectorate function for OBRM).

4. That, if the State Government adopts Ferguson Recommendation 15 and seeks to establish 
a Rural Fire Service (RFS), all relevant stakeholders including the CPSU/CSA and its members 
are engaged in the decision-making through a well-designed consultation process including 
identifying the values, principles, objectives and broad parameters for an RFS.

Fuel Management  and Bushȴ re Mit igat ion Resources

5. That Recommendation 5 of the Ferguson Report, which recommends simpliȴ ed prescription 
processes for planned burns, is implemented.

6. That an independent SEMC be the body for distributing and managing the Emergency Services 
Levy.

7. That the scope of expenditure of the ESL is extended to include contributing to priority bushȴ re 
fuel management and mitigation in multi-tenured priority hazard reduction zones around town 
sites. 

8. That there are speciȴ c and adequate budget appropriations for bushȴ re fuel management on 
public lands so that land managers, including local governments, DPaW and other agencies 
with land management responsibilities in rural areas have the resources necessary to meet fuel 
management targets. This should be linked to outcomes and eɝ ciency indicators on bushȴ re 
fuel management.
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RESPONSE TO THE WAROONA BUSHFIRE SPECIAL INQUIRY REPORT

In t r od u ct or y 
Com m e n t s

The Waroona Bushȴ re Special Inquiry report, referred to here 
as the “Ferguson Report”, examines complex issues for which 
there are no quick answers.  

In proposing a new RFS the report opens a conversation and 
proposes substantial structural change to a system that has 
been resistant to change.

The Union has drafted this response as our opening comments 
in the conversation through working closely with members in 
the Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPaW), Department of 
Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) and the Forest Products 
Commission (FPC) as well as members who are volunteer 
ȴ reȴ ghters.  

This submission focuses on those recommendations and 
opportunities for improvement that our members have 
identiȴ ed to date as most relevant to them.

Due to the short timeframe for preparing this response, 
the Union will continue to work with its members towards 
developing a position on the development of a regional ȴ re 
service.  This submission sets out the early stages in that 
conversation.

1.1  Engagement  and involvement

Mr Ferguson states that good decisions come from wisdom, 
knowledge and experience.�

To that end, it is noted that DPaW has not circulated the 
report and its recommendations to their sta� and that even 
highly experienced ȴ re oɝ cers have had no brieȴ ng or 
engagement on the report.  The report’s recommendations and 
opportunities for improvement have clear and implications for 

Recommendation 1

That as a matter of 
urgency DPaW and 
the FPC set up brieȴ ng 
sessions for all sta� 
on the Report and its 
ȴ ndings and provide 
opportunit ies for 
the sta� to consider 
and respond to the 
opportunit ies and 
challenges identiȴ ed in 
the report.

1. Reframing Rural Fire Management, 
report of the Waroona Fire Special 
Inquiry p.12
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1.2  Change of submission date without  not iȴ cat ion

Firstly, we note that the timeframe for response to the report 
has changed. At the report’s release on 23 June, the Premier 
declared the report would be open for comment for a period of 
three months, after which the State Government would develop 
its own response.

The Union discovered only on 12 July that this timeframe had 
been brought forward without notiȴ cation to close on 12 
August.

Given the shortened timeframe, we have consulted with the 
members most directly a�ected but notes that this has been 
challenging as many of our members involved in bushȴ re 
planning, mitigation, management, response and recovery use 
this limited window to take annual leave. 

2.1 Legislat ion

The State Government has four Bills before Parliament that it acknowledges are unlikely to pass 
before the State election2.  Other than the Fireȴ ghters and Emergency Volunteers Legislation 
Amendment (Compensation) Bill 2016, the other three Bills should be held back until a thorough 
consultation process on a Rural Fire Service (RFS) is complete and a decision is made to establish 
a RFS or not.  Whatever decision is made, the State requires contemporary legislation that reȵects 
Australian and global best practice.

2.2 Policy

Bushȴ re risk management needs a sound and comprehensive policy framework that:

• Works with a broad stakeholder base to identify the underlying values and principles on which to 
base the policy framework;

• Is based on Australian and relevant international best practice in policy development processes 
and policy content;

• Provides a clear, comprehensive and agreed framework of the roles and responsibilities relating 
to all bushȴ re risk management, mitigation/prevention, planning, response and recovery; 

• Provides e�ective and realistic management of risk, including a clear and unambiguous 
recognition that bushȴ re risk cannot ever be fully mitigated.

• Identiȴ es and commits the resources to implement it;

Le gis la t ion  a n d  
Po licy
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3.1  State Emergency Management  Commit tee & Oɝ ce   
 of Bushȴ re Risk Management
 Reference: Ferguson Report Recommendation 1

Overall the Union and its members support the review and 
streamlining of the OBRM’s functions, simpler prescribed 
burning planning processes, and the structuring of OBRM as 
part of a secretariat for the SEMC independent of DFES.

The extension of the OBRM’s role to include a clearly deȴ ned 
inspectorate function is supported subject to a review to 
ensure that the Oɝ ce is meeting its current scope adequately, 
is suitably resourced for its roles and functions and is able to 
maintain focus.

3.2 Proposed Regional Fire Service 
 Reference: Ferguson Report Recommendation 15

The Ferguson Report ȴ rmly bases the recommendation 
regarding a rural ȴ re service in the need to reframe rural ȴ re 
management in WA; the report provides a sound opening to 
that conversation, posing two alternatives for its creation.

The Union has surveyed members in DPaW, DFES and the 
FPC on the issue of a Rural Fire Service and is continuing to 
work with members to deȴ ne its position.  Our comments and 
recommendations here point towards that dialogue and reȵect 
the member feedback to date.

3.3  Alternat ive St ructures Proposed by Ferguson
 Reference: Ferguson Report Recommendation 15

The Ferguson Report recommends consideration of two 
alternatives; with an implied third alternative should the State 
Government choose not to adopt Recommendation 15.  These 
are:
1. An RFS as a separate entity from DFES;
2. An RFS as a sub-department of DFES; or, by default,
3. Business as usual

In assessing the suitability of these models as a basis for an 
RFS, the likely mid to longer term outcomes of the models 
could be considered in terms of how they address the current 
shortcoming identiȴ ed not only in the Ferguson 2016 report, 
but in the various Major Incident Reviews and inquiries held 
over the past 7-8 years.

St r u ct u r a l Ch a n ge s

Recommendation 3

That the State Government 
adopts and implements 
Ferguson Recommendation 
1 (regarding the 
independence of the State 
Emergency Management 
Committee (SEMC) and 
the Oɝ ce of Bushȴ re Risk 
Management (OBRM) 
and the inclusion of an 
inspectorate function for 

OBRM).

Recommendation 4

That if the State 
Government adopts 
Ferguson Recommendation 
15 and seeks to establish 
a Rural Fire Service, all 
relevant stakeholders are 
engaged in the decision-
making through a well-
designed consultation 
process including 
identifying the values, 
principles, objectives and 
broad parameters for an 

RFS.

2. Bushȴ res Amendment Bill 2016, Emergency Management Amendment Bill 2016, Fire and Emergency Services 
Amendment Bill 2015, Fireȴ ghters and Emergency Volunteers Legislation Amendment (Compensation) Bill 2016
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The proposed changes in structure require more than a slick political promise in response to partisan 
voices but will need to involve all stakeholders in its development.  

A business as usual case would, by its nature, likely see a continuation of the current issues:
• Lack of a shared resource management system
• Sub-optimal interagency cooperation and operability
• Continuing cultural clashes between key agencies in the interpretation and implementation of 

WESTPLAN (Fire)
• Continued loss of volunteers, both in terms of numbers and the physical challenges due to the 

rising average age of bushȴ re volunteers, and 
• Potentially, the continued under-resourcing of preformed IMTs.

An RFS model based on a sub-department of DFES that took over the ȴ re resources and functions of 
DPaW, as proposed by DFES, would:

• Face challenges as the majority of IMT team members and expertise are drawn from personnel 
across all DPaW’s work groups therefore most are not simply positions that can be transferred 
between agencies.

• DPAW sta� in substantive bushȴ re management positions relocated to DFES as part of an RFS  
would need equitable pay and conditions to career ȴ reȴ ghters, including access to training and 
career progression opportunities. 

• DPaW sta� in existing IMT teams and roles as covered in the current Fire Agreement would be 
adversely a�ected if these functions and roles are transferred to DFES, which in some cases for 
senior, highly experienced team members may reduce pay by up to 60-70% 

• Face signiȴ cant costs for bushȴ re training among DFES career ȴ re-ȴ ghters whose main training 
and expertise is in responding to structural ȴ res

• Require years of operation to build major scale bushȴ re experience to the levels currently held by 
DPaW interagency IMTs, and the potential adverse ȴ re outcomes until this experience is built

• Face signiȴ cant hurdles in building e�ective interagency/intersector teams, communications and 
decision-making due to the strong DFES cultural embedding of a ‘disciplined, rank based chain of 
command’ that ignores, discounts or excludes expertise, knowledge and ways of working

• A severing of the direct link to the depth and breadth of landscape management knowledge and 
research based at DPaW, and loss of the experience held by DPaW IMT members.  This would be 
particularly critical where conservation assets and values need to be considered.

• Separating the agency that bears the risk (DPaW) from the agency that has the resources to 
mitigate those risks (DFES), would go against the principles the Ferguson Report proposes as it 
would push the focus from mitigation to response.

• Likely accelerated loss of volunteer ȴ reȴ ghters, based on the position taken by the AVBFB and the 
situation in other States.
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An independent RFS based on the DPaW model, which received positive consideration in the 
Ferguson Report,3  would:
• Incur costs in establishment, though this could be reduced through co-location with local 

governments or regional natural resource management bodies
• The additional costs associated with establishing an RFS could impact on the resources available 

for mitigation in the short to medium term
• Have a decentralised basis to maximize local and regional integration
• Host interagency IMTs with fewer cultural impacts from pre-existing command and control 

structures and culture
• Provide a coordination and support role for Incident Controllers in line with a revised WESTPLAN 

(Fire)
• Work closely with volunteers, their association and local governments on the support, training 

and renewal of volunteers and 
• Progress talks toward hosting a common ȴ re agreement for all public sector workers, ȴ re ȴ ghters, 

operational and logistics sta�, negotiated and agreed with all relevant unions.  This would 
harmonise the situation at major incidents and reduce the complexity that creates an additional 
burden for incident controllers.

The union is continuing to work with its members to develop a position on these alternatives.

3.3.1 Success Criter ia for a Rural Fire Service

It is deemed unlikely that an RFS established under the current ȴ scal environment would replace or 
exclude any of the current ȴ re response bodies, including agencies and volunteers.  Each of these 
players contributes signiȴ cant expertise and resources, whether structural, landscape or local, 
and of course, numerically.  The key would be to establish an RFS in such a way that the repeated 
recommendations from recent ȴ re inquiries and major incident reviews (MIR) that have been 
unfulȴ lled can at last be e�ectively addressed.

The objectives could include:
• Coordinate resources across agencies and regions to reduce bushȴ re risk at the landscape scale 

and around settlements
• Optimise the many working parts involved in ȴ re response to minimize, or prevent where 

possible, losses of life, private and public assets and biodiversity values.
• Although the number of ȴ re volunteers remains high in Western Australia, the numbers are 

declining as they are elsewhere in Australia4.  An RFS would need to work with volunteer 
associations on strategies to attract and retain volunteers.

Feedback from members, as well as review of the Ferguson Report and key submissions to the 
Inquiry have provided a range of success criteria that could be used to evaluate the alternative 
models.  These include:
• Locate it within a clear policy and legislative framework and based on best practice and developed 

through consultation, as discussed. 
• Have a decentralised structure. It is noted that the Natural Resource Management catchment-

based regional structure, as outlined in the DAFWA submission, provides an e�ective model 
already in place in regional WA.5 

• Seek to develop a seamless operational ȴ t with ȴ re response agencies
• Be sta�ed primarily with experienced bushȴ re specialists with the culture and ability to work 

cooperatively with other players.

3. Ferguson Report p.12
4. WA has 1,121 emergency/ȴ re volunteers/100k people, 145 higher than the Australian average. But this has declined 
markedly since 2005/06 when there were 1,324 volunteers/100k head of population in WA, according to the Productivity 
Commission’s Report on Government Services 2016 Volume D: Emergency Services.
5. DAFWA submission to the Inquiry
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• Have entry and mid-level roles for up-and-coming specialists to grow their skills and capacity to 
progress to senior roles.

• Have the power to create a common ȴ re agreement for major bushȴ re incidents, negotiated with 
all relevant Unions and covering public sector IMT team members regardless of their employing 
agency.  This needs to cover both L2 and L3 incidents as incidents can escalate rapidly.  Industrial 
agreements need to remain consistent through the transitions, including to the recovery phase.

• Have a rigorous monitoring and evaluation framework.

In relation to some of the resource management issues that have been perennial ‘wicked issues’ in 
improving responses to major ȴ re incidents over the last half a decade, any proposal to establish an 
RFS, would need to clearly demonstrate that it would be a factor in resolving this issue, rather than 
just adding further complexity and further sub-dividing limited ȴ nancial resources.

3.3.2 Cultural di�erences

The di�erent engagement models used by DFES and DPaW can be summed up as: 

DFES has a centralised and top-down approach based on smaller, centrally managed IMTs, while 
DPaW has a decentralised, bottom up approach involving larger, more independent IMTS supported 
and coordinated regionally or centrally as needed. These di�ering approaches, interpretations and 
applications of AIIMS, coordination of roles and processes, di�erent meeting rhythms and limited joint 
training and exercising, mean that the structures and arrangements are not opt imally integrated.6   

The Ferguson Report documents the positive feedback from other stakeholder that the DPaW IMT 
structure, which is open to including local knowledge and the respect for all stakeholders as active 
and valued contributors to the ȴ re response7. It is also noted that multiple stakeholders report the 
current DFES model of a disciplined, rank-based chain of command based on seniority rather than 
experience as contributing to poor outcomes8.

An e�ective RFS has to be able to build strong, respectful and functional partnerships with other 
stakeholder to achieve its objectives.

3.3.3  Shared Resource Management  System
 Reference: Ferguson Recommendation 10

The lack of a shared resource management system with electronic tagging of all personnel, vehicles, 
plant and equipment has been identiȴ ed as a priority issue in every major review and inquiry of 
the last eight years.  Resource management is complex task and underpins many of the other IMT 
functions. It is particularly diɝ cult in multi-agency ȴ res.  The issue remains in the ‘too hard’ basket 
and yet is vital to successfully managing incidents.  

The potential for an RFS could be an opportunity to ȴ nally identify, develop and implement a 
shared system if that intent is factored in from the beginning  If not, this could simply be a further 
complication.

Senior DPaW IMT senior oɝ cers, including Resource Unit Leaders, and DFES oɝ cers need to be 
involved in the assessment and evaluation of potential systems. Volunteer representatives also need 
to be consulted.

6. DPaW submission p.14
7. Ferguson Report p.12
8. Submissions by Forest Industries Federation WA, AVBFB, individual volunteer brigades and the CPSU/CSA
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4.1  Fuel Management  and Mit igat ion
 Reference: Ferguson Report Recommendation 3 and 5

DPaW (and its predecessors) deals on average with around 
1000 prescribed burns and bushȴ re incidents each year.  In 
doing this DPaW draws on its 60+ years of research into 
the ecological role/ impacts of ȴ re and ȴ re behaviour in WA.  
Despite some of the views put forward to the Inquiry, it is 
anticipated that DPaW will continue to have a signiȴ cant role 
in ȴ re management in terms of the conservation estate, State 
Forest and other lands under its management.

It is also realistic to anticipate that the complex mix of fuels and 
fuel ages on road reserves, other State and local reserves and 
private land will continue under the current inadequate system 
for at least the upcoming ȴ re season.  However, the anticipated 
conversation about an RFS and its role in fuel management is 
a suitable forum for examining this issue in its totality and a 
comprehensive and achievable pathway forward found.  Some 
of the complexities and barriers identiȴ ed by members are 
outlined in the following sections.

Resourcing bushȴ re fuel mitigation is key to managing risk 
across the landscape in a drying climate. This increases 
pressure on all ȴ re responders: DPaW, DFES, FPC, local 
government sta� and volunteers and feeds into issues with 
fatigue reported by ȴ re responders.  

DPaW secured additional funds of $20M over four years 
through the Royalties for Regions program in 2015/2016 to 
meet additional overtime costs, acquisition & hire of plant & 
machinery, and additional ‘seasonal personnel9 or ‘contractors 
to assist with preparation and implementation of prescribed 
burns’10.  The Ferguson Report states that DPaW has indicated 
that these resources will enable it to achieve the stated 

Fu e l Ma n a ge m e n t  a n d  
Fir e  Mit iga t ion

Recommendation 5

That Recommendation 5 of 
the Ferguson Report, which 
recommends simpliȴ ed 
prescription processes 
for planned burns, is 
implemented.

9. DPaW submission to the Ferguson Inquiry p.16
10. DPaW submission to the Ferguson Inquiry p.17
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strategic objective of maintaining a fuel age of less than 6 years across 45% of the landscape on 
DPaW managed forest areas of southwestern WA by the 2020/2021 ȴ re season and thereafter be 
able to achieve the appropriate level of prescribed burning to maintain this level of fuel management. 

The levels of fatigue and under-resourcing reported by CPSU/CSA members seriously challenge the 
Department’s ability to achieve the target or maintain it based on the current numbers of sta�.

4.2  Realist ic Prescribed Burning Targets
 Reference: Ferguson Report Recommendations 3 and 5

4.2.1  Targets

In DPaW’s annual budget it states that more prescribed burns are planned than can actually be 
achieved to provide ȵexibility under the prevailing weather and fuel conditions.  This framing 
deepens the perspective that the prescribed burning program falls further and further behind each 
year.  

The department needs to give consideration to a meaningful measure that both accurately reports 
on progress towards the goal of 45% of its estate having a fuel age of 6 years or less and also avoids 
the potentially misleading perception that if not all planned burns are achieved, that this necessarily 
indicates a shortfall or backlog.

It is also noted that the level of risk reduction from prescribed burns cannot always simply be 
measured as hectares, or cost per hectare (as is currently reported) because of the high cost, high 
resource, low acreage burns around town-sites may be the highest priority.  Complexities around 
protecting conservation resources may also impact.
 
4.2.2  Suɝ cient  and available IMT members

The State is the major land manager in Western Australia.  Yet there is no more than token allocation 
of resources to bushȴ re fuel management and mitigation.  

As noted in our original submission11, reȵected in other submissions12 and in the Ferguson Report13, 
there are simply not enough individual DPaW or FPC sta� available to ȴ ll all roles within the ȴ ve 
preformed IMTs.  This is the result of sustained under-resourcing of these functions over many years. 

A short-term allocation of resources to DPaW without suɝ cient sta� to ȴ ll the ȴ ve preformed IMTs, 
and with inadequate intakes of sta� to replace the current generational loss, is simply unacceptable 
and puts lives and communities at risk.

One solution proposed in the Ferguson Report is to establish a network of public sector workers who 
are enabled to take roles in IMTs. 

To some extent this is already occurring with Forest Products Commission (FPC).  On the other 
hand, the loss of IMT members with the separation of the former Department of Environment and 
Conservation to DPaW and the Department of Environmental Regulation (DER), and the barriers to 
DER sta� continuing in IMT roles, demonstrate that this requires addressing in the overarching whole 
of government policy framework.

It is noted that this also applies within non-ȴ reȴ ghter roles within DFES, where  
CPSU/CSA members have indicated a willingness to support colleagues in roles, for example, in 
communications centres during ȴ re incidents to provide shift relief.

11. CPSU/CSA submission to the Waroona Inquiry p.8 and p/13
12. FPC, DAFWA, Forest Industry Association, AWU and WALGA submissions and others.
13. Ferguson Report Rec 7 see also p.20 and p.132
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These issues need to be addressed rather than remaining 
subject to piecemeal and ad hoc decisions by individual 
agencies with land management responsibilities.  The Ferguson 
Report proposed the opportunity to create a network of 
public sector workers across a range of agencies. This issue 
is also linked to issues of fatigue and overwork in current IMT 
members, which is addressed in section 5.1. 

4.3 Emergency Services Levy
 Reference: Ferguson Recommendation 17

It is further recommended that the current arrangements for 
the distribution and management of the Emergency Services 
Levy (ESL) be reviewed.  Currently the levy is managed by 
DFES and funds DFES ȴ re stations as well as volunteer ȴ re, 
emergency services and marine brigades and services.

In the 2016/2017 State Budget, DFES reports an increase of 
$18.4M in ESL income.  The total ESL income is not reported.  
The budget also identiȴ es that a total of $7.133M that is 
speciȴ cally allocated for works for volunteer brigades.  There is 
no other reporting on ESL expenditure so it can be reasonably 
assumed that the reminder of the increase and any other 
monies is directed towards DFES operational costs for both 
structural ȴ res and bushȴ re response.  The Productivity 
Commission reports that the WA Government was in receipt 
of $289.7M in levies for Fire and SES in 2014/201514.  It is 
recognized that this total needs to encompass the entirety of 
the ȴ re and emergency services in WA, but given the regular 
and increasing impact of rural ȴ res, the current situation is in 
urgent need of review.

The Ferguson Report notes an obvious and unacceptable 
conȵict of interest where the agency in charge of distributing 
the ESL funding is also the major recipient.  There are no 
avenues current for ESL funding consideration for fuel 
management, which is clearly identiȴ ed as the most signiȴ cant 
protective factor in protecting life and assets in bushȴ re risk 
areas.

Recommendations

6. That an independent 
SEMC be the body for 
distributing and managing 
the Emergency Services 
Levy.

7. That the scope of 
expenditure of the ESL 
is extended to include 
contributing to priority 
bushȴ re fuel management 
and mitigation in multi-
tenured priority hazard 
reduction zones around 
town-sites. 

8. That there are speciȴ c 
and adequate budget 
appropriations for bushȴ re 
fuel management on 
public lands so that land 
managers, including 
local governments, DPaW 
and other agencies 
with land management 
responsibilit ies in rural 
areas have the resources 
necessary to meet fuel 
management targets. 
This should be linked to 
outcomes and eɝ ciency 
indicators on bushȴ re fuel 
management.

14. Productivity Commission Report on Government Services 2016, Volume D: Emergency Management
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Regardless of whether the State Government accepts or rejects the notion of a regional ȴ re service, 
there are a number of issues with the current system that will need to be improved.

5.1  Fat igue, Overwork and Succession Planning
 Ferguson Report Opportunities for Agency Improvement 1, 2 and 19

 
Fire seasons in the southern half of WA extend from September to May.  The safe windows for 
prescribed burns have narrowed.  DPaW also conducts prescribed burning and suppression 
operations in the Kimberley, Pilbara and Goldȴ elds during the northern dry season. Resources 
are also expected to be highly mobile across regions to achieve prescribed burning and manage 
bushȴ res.

At the same time, unions including the CPSU/CSA have raised concerns and provided evidence of 
signiȴ cant fatigue and over-work issues across the ȴ re season as a whole and in relation to long, 
complex major ȴ re incidents.  

Exhaustion impairs decision-making, both on the ȴ re ground and in the aftermath.  People are not 
permitted to work in a high risk environment while drunk and yet the current system results in 
workers undertaking critically important roles while su�ering the same level of impairment.

In some instances over the 2014/2015 ȴ re season, key oɝ cers in the Perth Hills/Swan Coastal Plain 
District individually worked or were on call for the equivalent of 57-88 weeks FTE during the 31 week 
ȴ re season.  In the Wellington District, some sta� worked or were on call for the equivalent of 64 
weeks during the same period15.  These same sta� then undertook additional ȴ re duties during the 
remainder of the year through the prescribed burning program.  It is understood that DPaW has 
fatigue management policies in place, however these are clearly in need of reconsideration.

A key reason for this level of overwork is that there are unȴ lled positions on all ȴ ve DPaW IMTs 
as exempliȴ ed by the fact that three of its most experienced, crit ically important ȴ re personnel 
(including two ICs) have recently retired. The agency no longer has suɝ cient sta� to ȴ ll the IMT 
roles.  There are unȴ lled positions on all ȴ ve DPaW IMTs, leading to an increased burden on too few 
sta�. This has arisen from the loss of positions from budget cuts, redundancies, retirements and the 
recently lifted recruitment freeze.

This follows a trend ȴ rst established in the amalgamation of Districts approximately 15 years 
ago, which signiȴ cantly reduced the number of sta� while increasing the areas those sta� were 
responsible for managing.

Im p r ovin g  
Cu r r e n t  Syst e m s

15.CPSU/CSA Supplementary submission to the Ferguson Inquiry
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5.1.1  Staɝ ng Levels

Recently, three of DPaW’s most experienced, critically important ȴ re personnel retired, including two 
who were L3 Incident Controllers on the preformed IMTs.

DPaW continues to struggle to ȴ ll the required roles in its ȴ ve IMTs, as discussed in our submission to 
the Ferguson Inquiry16 and elsewhere in this submission.

5.1.2  Fat igue, Overwork and Related Issues
 Ferguson Report Agency Opportunity for Improvement 19

The CPSU/CSA fully supports this opportunity, which identiȴ es the need for DPaW, in consultation 
with its workforce and the relevant Unions to carry out a workforce workload analysis, with a 
particular emphasis workload and fatigue on employees involved in the ȴ re program.  This analysis 
should also include interagency IMT members, including FPC sta� and DFES general services sta�.

It is noted that the analysis should be bi-directional; it should assess the workload for current sta� 
and IMT members and also include an analysis of the IMT strength needed to meet the prescribed 
burning targets.

The 90% of DPaW, DFES and FPC members who saw overwork and fatigue as a signiȴ cant issue in 
related this to three scales:

• Acute fatigue and overwork during a ȴ re incident
• Chronic fatigue over a ȴ re season
• Chronic fatigue across the rest of the year.
 
E�ective solutions require more than better rostering or more resources; it needs more permanent 
sta�, consideration of ȴ re capability in recruitment processes, sound succession planning and 
e�ective incentive and support programs.

Continued lack of attention to this issue will result those critical sta� in the IMTs choosing to leave the 
industry or withdraw their service simply to conserve their own health and relationships.

5.1.3  Fire Incidents

It is acknowledged that the ȴ rst shift responding to a major ȴ re incident will need to work an 
extended shift, however, the IMTs need to be at full strength so that at least by the third day of a ȴ re 
and beyond, that shifts are being properly rested and that shorter shift lengths are achievable.  Low 
staɝ ng levels means that sta� listed as ‘o�’ are still being called to ȴ res.  This means that fatigued 
sta� must remain ready to be called out, despite the cost to their own health and to their ability to 
function at the necessary level.  The review of ȴ re-related workload will need to address this issue in 
considering any subsequent reȵection in industrial agreements.

These issues a�ect all members of interagency teams, regardless of whether they are DPaW, FPC, 
DFES or other agency/sector or volunteers.

Also see comments under establishment of an RFS for additional relevant comments on harmonizing 
ȴ re agreements and developing interagency IMTs.

16. CPSU/CSA submission p.5-6, 8-9 and 13
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5.1.4  Fire Season 

As previously noted the time spent at work, on overtime responding to ȴ res or on call during the 31 
week ȴ re season can equate to the equivalent of a whole year of work/on-call commitment, or even 
signiȴ cantly more.  

With the loss of sta� positions core duties and day to day work that is set aside by sta� responding to 
ȴ re incidents are not picked up by other sta�. Post-incident many sta� face signiȴ cant workloads to 
catch up on their return to the oɝ ce, exacerbating fatigue. 

Without additional permanent sta�, and better internal attraction and retention of IMT members, 
IMT members have few options to manage fatigue and overwork, particularly as seasonal and school 
holidays can add further pressures.

5.1.5  Whole of year impact

Prescribed burn planning, scheduling and implementation, workload backlogs and leave place 
pressure on the remaining 21 weeks of the year outside of the ȴ re season.

The Ferguson Report notes that the Department believes that through the additional four years of 
Royalties for Regions funding, that the department can achieve highly ambitious prescribed burning 
targets by 2020/2021.

The fatigue and overwork issues make it clear that this is unachievable without a signiȴ cant increase 
in the sta� available to undertake the work.

5.2  At t ract ion and Retent ion

5.2.1  Protect ion from Lit igat ion

Participation in IMTs, particularly in Incident Controller roles, brings enormous pressure to bear.  
Level 3 Incident Controllers work under extreme and extremely stressful conditions, making the best 
decisions and judgments they can in a highly dynamic, uncertain and dangerous situation.  

Recommendation 10

That DPaW’s Health and Safety Section, with support and 
input from the agency’s OSH Committees, takes steps to 
review and improve its safety culture. This should include 
a greater role in monitoring fatigue issues and allocation 
of tasks, including review of IMT team rosters to ensure 
optimal alignment of skills and roles and to identify key 
training needs (class and ȴ eld-based).
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Uncertainty about protection from lit igation or prosecution for 
sta� in senior roles continues to deter excellent candidates 
from taking on these roles.  This is particularly pertinent with 
the retirement of two of the ȴ ve Level 3 Incident Controllers in 
recent months.  The uncertainty is further exacerbated by the 
growing trend for class actions for the recovery of uninsured 
losses in the wake of major ȴ res.

This issue was raised in the recommendations rising from both 
the Boorabin and Margaret River ȴ res and DPaW did init ially 
respond by building speciȴ c advice to sta� in pre-season 
brieȴ ngs.  This appears to have been discontinued.

5.2.2  DPAW Relocat ion to Bunbury

Any analysis of workload needs to consider the proposed 
relocation of DPaW’s primary headquarters to Bunbury and 
the opportunities and impacts of the relocation on the staɝ ng 
and response capabilities of the IMTs. This should include 
consideration of the potential unintended depletion of the 
agency’s regional workforce in other towns, such as Manjimup.

5.2.3  Incent ive Program

Following recommendations in the Keelty Report on the 
Margaret River Fire, an incentives program was established by 
DPaW, but abandoned after a year as unsuccessful without the 
department clarifying why it was deemed unsuccessful.

Since then there has been a further decline in sta� engaging in 
IMT duties.

An incentives program needs to encourage sta� to seek to 
broaden their skills to take on higher responsibilities but 
structured so that it actively discourages overwork and fatigue.

Consideration is also needed for an equitable pay structure 
across ȴ re response agencies that reȵects the risks and imposts 
of these roles.  An incentives program would be part of this 
structure.

Recommendation 11

That:

a) The State Government 
clarify and conȴ rm 
immunity from prosecution 
or lit igation public sector 
workers operating in 
good faith in senior roles 
in IMTs from lit igation or 
prosecution.

b) The Department of 
Parks and Wildlife more 
e�ectively communicate 
this to sta� and interagency 
IMT members in preseason 
brieȴ ngs, IMT training and 
post incident review.

Recommendation 12

That DPaW work 
collaboratively with its sta� 
and the relevant Unions, 
including the CPSU/CSA, 
to develop an e�ective 
incentives program that 
rewards engagement 
and experience in IMTs 
and actively discourages 
overwork and fatigue.
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5.3 Training: Technical Knowledge and Skills
 Reference: Ferguson Report Opportunity for Improvement 14

There are clear and substantial di�erences between the strategies, tactics, skill set and equipment, 
including vehicle safety features and PPE needed for bushȴ res and those needed for structural 
ȴ reȴ ghting.  There are also substantial di�erences between bushȴ re ȴ ghting in and around the 
metropolitan area and complex landscape scale bushȴ res in rural and regional areas.

The Ferguson Report recommended improvements to DFES training, but did not address the need for 
all agencies and volunteers involved in ȴ re response to have access to appropriate training. 

The commonality is that e�ective management of either bushȴ res or structural ȴ res is built in part 
through well-grounded, best practice training and in large part through on-ground experience in 
mitigation works and mentoring.  Both sets of skills also need to be able build respect and to speak a 
common language to allow for seamless integration.  

The Ferguson report and many of the submissions to it recognized the importance of this need and 
the current gap.  

Speciȴ c comments from members in relation to training include:

• Training for prescribed burning must be based on National Standards (an AFAC course is available 
but not currently used in WA).  This would facilitate easier integration between agencies and with 
interstate ȴ reȴ ghters

• In the absence of a nationally accredited training course, training must still be delivered and 
accessible, including to regionally based sta� and to volunteers in a format that is meaningful.

• Competence in ȴ re response for key support roles, whether prescribed burn or wildȴ re, only 
builds through experience and not training alone. Competence also needs to be maintained by 
regular working on ȴ res.

• The level of skill and experience needed cannot be met through short-term contract employees or 
roles that were not ȴ lled following redundancies.  This has seen the growing number of vacancies 
in IMTs classiȴ ed as “to be ȴ lled as required”.  The sta� allocated to these roles during ȴ re 
incidents have less experience either in total or in di�erent landscapes and often struggle in these 
roles.  For example, Wheatbelt-based IMT members need to build their experience with canopy 
ȴ res to be e�ective contributors to forest-ȴ re response.  The agency needs to build its pool of 
permanent employees to ȴ ll its IMT roles.

5.4  Cont ract ing of Fireȴ ght ing

It is noted that in recent years that DPaW has engaged private ȴ reȴ ghting contractors both for 
prescribed burning activit ies and during incidents17. The Union does not support this.  Key factors 
against outsourcing of ȴ reȴ ghting are:

• It is vitally important that senior ȴ re management sta�, regardless of agency, have the skills, 
knowledge and experience that can only be developed through extensive on-ground roles in both 
prescribed burns and in wildȴ res. 

• Practical experience through lower risk prescribed burning operations is the key mechanism 
for DPaW to build and maintain its sta� proȴ ciency in bushȴ re management.  Outsourcing to 
contractors reduces the in-ȴ eld training opportunities for the next generation of ȴ re managers.

• There is no accreditation program for contractors. Their skills and training, standards for PPE 
or equipment are all unknown.  There is not the same level of oversight and therefore higher 
potential for corners to be cut, raising the risk of adverse outcomes.

17. Contracting arrangements are necessary and accepted for equipment such as water bombers, dozers and logistical 
needs such as catering. Forestry industry units also pay a valuable role in ȴ re response.
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• The cost factor for ȴ reȴ ghting contractors is prohibitively 
high. It reportedly cost $100,000 to have one contract 
ȴ reȴ ghting team and equipment on standby during the 
Waroona ȴ re and their use has no ȵow on beneȴ t for the 
agency.

• It is understood that appropriate indemnity insurance is not 
available in Australia and is an inhibitive cost that makes 
such contractors more expensive than public services.

• There are at least two examples where young people who 
wished to gain employment through Parks and Wildlife to 
develop a career in bushȴ re management have turned to 
other employment. Situations like this undermine the pool 
for succession planning.

It is noted that one contractor that has had various contracts 
with DPaW for 2000 hours of prescribed burning and over 1000 
hours of ȴ re response October 2014 and September 2015, is 
aɝ liated with an international ȴ re management company. 

In June 2016, the international company contracted to 
provide 300 South African ȴ re ȴ ghters to Alberta, Canada, 
to help control a major wildȴ re.  The Canadian Government 
immediately terminated the arrangement when it realized that 
the ȴ reȴ ghters were paid wages of $200/month, plus a $15/day 
allowance for their work in Canada with a further $35/day to be 
paid on their return to South Africa.  The Canadian Government 
took action to compel the company to pay all of its ȴ reȴ ghters 
in line with Canadian labour laws18.  

5.5  Other agencies, Local Governments and community
 Reference: Ferguson Report Recommendation 3

The often-stated mantra is “if you own the land, you own 
the bushȴ re fuels’. Yet there are many barriers in the way 
of e�ective tenure-blind bushȴ re fuel management.  These 
include:
• Complexity of tenure, fuel age and topography
• Lack of resources needed to plan and manage bushȴ re 

fuels at the landscape scale
• Lack of knowledge, understanding and experience by land 

managers, including private, commercial and public.
• Complexity of the planning process, especially for volunteer 

groups
• Average age of volunteer ȴ re ȴ ghters increasing and the 

number of active and able volunteers is declining in many 
areas.

• Lack of clear policy/guidelines on risk sharing
• Lack of resources for local governments to take on the 

expanding role expected of them

Recommendation 13

The Union does not 
support the use of 
contractors to replace 
IMT public sector roles or 
to replace IMTs.

18. http:/ /www.theglobalandmail.com/news/national/south-african-ȴ reȴ ghters-in-alberta-to-be-demobilized-over-pay-
dispute/article30363833/
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This is a key issue to be addressed in the development of a comprehensive policy framework.  These 
issues and their solutions need to be addressed at the landscape-scale, rather than asset-based, in 
recognition that no amount of fuel management will create a scorched earth ring of conȴ dence that 
will completely mitigate bushȴ re risk. .

Some solutions for consideration include: 
• Development of adequately resourced, tenure-blind, landscape scale fuel management plans that 

have a legislative basis and integrated into the policy framework.
• Costed, resourced, community engagement programs based on successful models that have 

worked in comparable situations elsewhere in Australia and abroad and that use sound 
behaviour change principles to engage landholders to build knowledge, skills and conȴ dence to 
act.  This could also tap into existing networks such as landcare but MUST provide the resources 
needed.

• Recognition that the State is the majority land manager in many regional areas, regardless of 
the speciȴ c agency the land is vested in and therefore the State has a role in identifying and 
implementing a whole of government solution.

• Possible role for an RFS (should a decision be made to establish one) as a hub, working with 
collaboratively with local governments, land managers and volunteers and expanding the scope 
for ESL funding to include fuel management in high risk zones

• Access to suɝ cient resources, personnel and expertise to carry out prescribed burns or other 
forms of fuel management (such as thinning for forestry plantations).

• Meaningful measures of bushȴ re risk and fuel management in rural, rural residential and peri-
urban areas where the risk is highest and where positive outcomes cannot be measured by a 
simple yardstick such as percentage burned or average fuel age.

• A well-resourced program through State, Local and Association partners to recruit new volunteer 
ȴ reȴ ghters and improve retention and activity rates.  This should also look at identifying and 
addressing barriers to recruitment and retention, such as improving conditions, training and 
support available.

These issues give further weight to recommendation four of this submission on the essential need 
for a well-designed consultation process in relation to a RFS.

5.6  Aer ial Reconnaissance
 Reference: Ferguson Opportunity for Improvement 5

The Union fully supports the introduction of Infra-Red Linescan capability to the agency’s aerial 
ȵeet, and the timely provision of the resulting images and data in a timely manner for planning and 
decision-making.

Recommendation 14

That the State Government investigate options and allocates 
funding in the 2017/2018 budget for the introduction of 
Infra-Red Linescan capability for the start of the 2017/2018 
ȴ re season.
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